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Abstract
There is a common phenomenon in the development of
wearable computers and digitized home system. The
computing of these technologies has been developed
expeditiously, but they still adopt conventional input
methods. The wearable computer uses screen-touch or
button and in-home digital objects incorporate switches or
remote controllers for input methods. Although a vision
based input method has been proposed, it cannot replace
previous practices due to occlusion and space constraints.
We propose new input modalities which can improve the
physical/cognitive cost of interacting with upcoming
technologies as well as the social acceptability to lower
the barrier of using proposed approach.
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Introduction
With the development of computing power, wearable
computers are now commercialized [1]. However, the
utilization of the technology through different input
modalities are still under development. Previous studies
show that introducing new input modalities improve the
physical/cognitive loading, the social acceptability, and
the privacy during mobile interaction [3, 9]. Moreover,
various home automation related products appear on the
market where they provide a prompt interaction with
smartphones using wireless communication [2]. In order to
lower the bar for the end user’s interaction with wearables
and digitized home, the introduction of new input device
through utilization of various sensing capabilities is likely
to be the next step.

Previous research propose always-available input methods
by exploiting human body for eyes-free and private
interaction with low cognitive loading [4]. Among various
regions on the body, a finger has been a main interest due
to its capability for subtle and accurate interaction. The
magnetic field tracking, optical sensing, and physical
buttons have been employed to finger-worn devices for
new interaction techniques. For example, the magnetic
field sensing enables tracking of the fingertip in 3D space
while providing subtle spatial interaction [5]. Another
example is use of a wrist-worn infrared camera to capture
full finger motions [7]. Previous approaches, however,
suffer from motion artifact and obtrusiveness. With this in
mind, there still exists rooms for suggesting new input
modalities for better performance and unobtrusive
appearance.

For generating rich inputs from the human, merging
multiple sensors in the input device has been done [10].
The recent development of vision and magnetic tracking

sensors, however, leads to an input device to possess only
single sensor element. Although these input devices
provide high performances, the lack of multiple sensing
elements causes scarce and less intuitive interactions. For
instance, the use of magnetic tracking as an only input
resource faces hard time providing enough functions for
everyday mobile applications. The vision based input
method does not contain sensor to measure . New
techniques of merging sensors are required in the future
step in order to design an user-friendly input device as
with rich interactions.

We propose a new design approach of interacting with
newly developed fields including wearables and digitized
home. With the aid of a printing fabrication, new design
can encompass unobtrusive, rich, and less
physical/cognitive cost characteristics. Cooperating with
wearable computers and digitized home, the whole new
application areas will open up. Proposed new input
modalities could improve end user experience where
wearable computers and digitized home become prevalent
like how smartphone triggers the spread of ubiquitous
computing.

Expected Contribution
The expected contributions of the current research are
followings:

• Proposing new input modalities based on human’s
natural tactile feedback and proprioception.

• Lower the barrier of interacting with upcoming
technologies including wearable computers and
digitized home system

• Exploring the end user feedback in terms of
evaluating social acceptability and
physical/cognitive cost on different input modalities.
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Completed Research
At first, we focused focusing on finding proper sensors for
new input modalities. Among various materials, we chose
piezoresistive materials for sensor fabrication. The main
reason to select this material was due to its capability of
directly representing physical properties of the human
body. With the help from the DIY community, we
fabricated a simple bending and a pressure sensor using
3M’s Velostat. With addition of matrix design topology,

Figure 1: Piezoresistive sensor
with matrix design topology

we implemented a sensor which simultaneously measured
both pressure and bending. By encapsulating fabricated
prototype, we developed a data glove incorporating both
pressure and bending sensing capabilities. However, types
of materials used should be changed since the metallic
wire and Velostat limited our design space.

Figure 2: Data glove with a
simultaneous bending and
pressure sensing capability

Successive work on developing piezoresistive sensor
continued. A carbon elastomer has been widely used for
the fabrication of the pressure and strain sensor [8].
Previous studies mostly implement only a single sensing
element in the system due to the possibility of the
physical crosstalk between different elements. We
approach the new input modality with multiple sensing
elements by exploiting natural human-oriented sensing
elements like bending and pressing. With the conductive
elastomer and conductive thread, we implemented single
layer textile sensor which was designed to separate
bending and pressure sensing capability when used with
fingers. Figure 3 describes the sensor used and this was
fabricated using a manual stencil painting process.

Figure 3: Single layer textile
sensor for proposed input device

As previously mentioned, the proposed textile sensors
could entitle a new input modality when used with fingers.
The aim of proposed system was to interact with the
mobile or wearable device while supporting the eyes-free
and private interaction environments. We implemented

several applications using this finger-worn device. For
example, we successfully performed an interaction with
smartphone’s music player during daily activities like
walking, running, or even driving. Another example was
private smart eyewear control using proposed system. We
analyzed perceived workload of proposed system using
NASA Task Load Index [6].

Figure 4: Proposed finger-worn input device

Work In Progress and Future Plans
Currently, we are in the process of improving hardware
and conducting various user studies. We plan to develop a
platform for connecting the input device with home
objects since the input device for home objects will
become crucial. This indicates that a development of an
optimal input modality for both mobile and digitized
home will be our future step. We are trying to improve
the fabrication because current setup is based on manual
operations. Adopting an ink-jet printing technology will
benefit the quality and the speed of fabrication.

Future plan is summarized to following items:

• Improve the resolution and the durability of the
proposed system by utilizing printing technology.

• Analyze eyes-free and private aspect of new input
modality with both quantitative and qualitative
index.
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• Extensive user study on finger-worn input device to
analyze its impact on the social acceptability as well
as the cognitive/physical cost.

• Develop an input platform for digitized home
system. (e.g controlling home appliances)

Objective for attending the Doctoral School
By presenting at the Doctoral School, I want to get a
feedback from professional researchers working in the
same field. I expect to enhance the context and the
direction of my research after all. Also, I hope to get a
chance to foresee the possible problems in my research by
discussing with other attendants. Thus, the Doctoral
School will flourish my insight on the current research.
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